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Tech Tip No. 14-0602REVA

Please Note: The original part number was incorrect. 

Complaint - There is a noise emanating from the front of the motor and on 
closer inspection there are “chunks” of rubber around the lower front of the 
motor and on the lower radiator hose (FIGURE #1) 
Cause - The pulley mounted as what appears to be a crank pulley and runs 
the main drive belt is mounted to its hub at 3 points which are mounted in 
rubber (FIGURE #2) These mounts on some units have been seen to wear 
and as they do the rubber comes apart. It was originally thought that the 
issue was only on units with A/C or with specific specifications, but has been 
seen on various applications. 
Correction - The actual “PTO” assembly appears to be if looking at the unit 
a simple crank pulley, but is actually the pulley and hub which mount to the 
crank along with a bracket which mounts to the engine block, See Item #14 
in FIGURE #3. To replace, remove the engine belt, hold the engine from 
turning and using a 14mm hex allen head remove the center bolt of the PTO 
(THIS IS LEFT HAND THREAD) and then remove the M10 X 38 bolt 
(UPPER LH) and M10 hex nut on stud (LOWER RH) which hold the bracket 
to the block. 
For installation, install the PTO on the front of the engine slipping the bracket 
over the lower stud to align and install the center hub bolt and holding the 
engine from turning torque to 100 NM (FIGURE #4). Then install the lower 
bracket stud nut and upper bolt and torque to 47.5 NM (FIGURE #5) 
NOTE – Failing to do so in this manor will cause bushing damage

PTO PART #10023203 

PTO Pulley
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Figure #1                                         Figure #2
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Figure #3
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Figure #4
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Figure #5
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CONTACT OUR SERVICE OR PARTS DEPARTMENT WITH ANY 
QUESTIONS
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